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ABSTRACf

It 18 shown that the existence of a majorana tachyon neutrino i9
consistent within the present status of the theory.

RESlMEN

Se demuestra que la existencia de un neutrino taquión de majorana
es consistente con el estado actual de la teoría.
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In a recen! letter Chadosel al. (1) proposc, the interesting idea,
that ane oí the ncutrinos (in particular the muon ocutrino) could be a
tachyon. They consider a Lagrangianwhere the kinetic energy tenn has been
changed to iwyS~w. The effeet oí the YS is to introduce a minus sign when
the Tight-handed part oí the wave Metian is considered. This faet will
allow the right-handed ocutrino to behavc like a tachyon.

On the other hand. it is wel1 know in the literature that the right-
handed neutrino could be a majorana particle(2). This will avoid the ~t-
handed currents to participate in the weak phenornenology at low energies.

It this note we propase to consider the right-handed ocutrino as a
majoranatachyon. Wewill examine sorne oí the implications following this

assumption.
Out starting point will be the equation given in the Chodos et al.

letter,

L • i WY5~W . rnv ~ w (1)

and wc look for the conditions that will be consistent with the relation

W = I/Jc' which is the majoranacondition. Wehave

w.w .C~T
c

therefore

• ••w • C YoW

•Cy W
o

(2)

and (3)

••W • CYo(CYoW)
• •

CYoCYoW

working in a representation in which Yo is real, the Eq. (3) inq>lies that

•CYoCYo • 1 (4 )
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Eq. (4) is the condition we were looking foro In arder to obtain
fmm Eq. (1) the equation for the conjugated field. ~c' "le need to have the

fol1owing relatían:

T -1
CYsYuC = YSYu ' (5)

where C is still lUlespecified. But if the matrix C has to obey Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5) at the same tire
a majorana tachyon. In

o lJ* oof the relation y y y

then we can conclude that the ,¡, given in Eq. (2) is
the nex! we are going to prove this. lile make use
yUT to get

• -1
CYsyoyuyoC = ysyu

fonn here we obtain

* * -1 *Y = YSCysyoYuYo(C )

(6)

(7)

where we take y5 to be real.

that YoYS+ YSYo= 1 andy~ =

* .-1 1
CyoCyoysyuyoC YoC-

Putting (7) into
1 we arrive to

= YSYu

(6) and taking into accolUlt

(8)

Nowusing condition (4) and its inverse we prove finally that Eq. (S) is a

identity.
Wecan see from the previous disOlSsion that the existence oí a

~jorana tachyon is perfectly consistent with the present knowledge of the
equations describing both kind of particles. However the implication of
having a majorana tachyon for the rigth-handed neutrino are, from OUT point
oí view. more interesting. Actual1y since it is knownfrom the li terature
on tachyon fields, these particles are disconnected from us. This means
that in every precess that we could consider at the subatomic level, these
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•partieles will not take up .
The experimental consequence oí this assumption would be the absence

of rigth-handed currents. However, in this case we do not have restoration
of parity at any scale. (Wecould sti11 have restoration oí parity if the
YS sign introdueed in Eq. (1) is due to a dynamieal effeet at sorne energy
scale.) TIris will put severe eonstriants on any kind of Grand Unified JTD<El
we can think off.

On the other hand. it would be interesting having partlcles that
travel faster than light under control. In order to see how this particles
may interact with slower than ligth particles it is necessary to note that
tachyons travel insic1e the horizontal light cone. If we makea rotation in
the time-eoordinate plane then we get tachyons from bradyons. In the four
dimensional space-time we should have ex, y, z, t) -+(tx' ty' tz' X

t
) tmder

such transfonnation. A tachyon is a particle whith three time corrp:ments in
our world. At this point we are foreed to ask: what is the Illeaning of
having an extra time coordinate in OUT four dimensional space-time? Are we
able te detect the extra time coordinate? In sorne theories it is often as-
sumed that extra spaee dimensions can lead to internal degrees of freedom of
the particles we observe. In the case oí extra time dimensions 1 de not
know for sure of the eonsequenees for the particle behavior.

Answering sorne oí the questions rised up to here would need IOOreex-
perimental faets in order to faee them with the theoretical speculations.
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• In terma of measurements, Observi~y a tachyon would mean measurinq
quantities which are imaqinaries( .




